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Joe -- I'm so glad that you're coming, but I can't believe that you will be missing Thanksgiving in Pennsylvania.  

Is that okay with you?  I know I told you that canine parenthood is rough, but I don't think the puppy will be 

forever traumatized if you go away for a long weekend.  Really -- she'll forget!I think you ought to get the 

Review Board to pay for your flight here, since I suspect that you will be engaged in the work of the agency 

during the time that you're here, if you are so inclined.  Have you asked Jeremy about it?Hey -- did you take 

pictures of the little rodent-dogs when you saw them on Sunday?  I always wished I had photographed Wren 

in that stage, but I didn't.  If you did, bring your pictures!!We can't wait to see you & if Ron doesn't have work 

for you, you know where to come.  Also, how about lunch every day?To:	Kevin 

Tiernan/ARRBcc:	LauraFrom:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBDate:	10/21/97 03:59:46 PMSubject: 	Re: AOH-related 

public television program tonightGracias! (I should learn "thank-you" in Irish!)  My appetite has been further 

whetted, and Carolyn's evening ruined!By-and-by, as you may have gathered from my e-mail to Ron, it's 

presently about 95% certain that I'll be in Washington next week, "on my own recognizance" as they say, 

probably from late Sunday night through the end of Thursday.  It's a long story, but we decided to use up our 

last Southwest frequent flyer ticket so I could travel to Ligonier on both weekends bracketing my time in 

Washington, in lieu of my Thanksgiving trip which I will now cancel so as to be here when we get our puppy 

(Meghan, Molly, whatever...).If you and Laura think you'll have a free day for lunch, let me know! I know I was 

practically just there, but I warned you I'd be hard to get rid of...
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